
Index of Coregularity O log Calabi-Yau Pairs <Filipazzi-Nauri-Moraga)
Notations. A gamanlogCalabi-Yau pair (X, B,M):(g-logCY pairs

<X. B.MT has generalized to singularities.
·kx + B + Mx -Q0

Weil index of (X. B, M) = minExcF+: x1kx+ B+Mx) is integrals

& Cartier) index of (X.B,M) =min(x-1+: x1Kx + B+Mx) is Cartier 3.

Index Conj..
Fix n and a DCC set 1CQ+ N10,1]. Then EN = N(n,I) st

for any log CY pair (X,B) satisfying dim X=n. coeff(B)<I.

we have N(kx +B) 20.

Known results:

· For n =2, 1 = 31-9, one can take N=66. (Mukai, Ishii,....1903).

The bound N = 66 sharp (Kondo '92).

For canonical CY3-fold X: Kawamata - Morrison '86.

· For Is CY3-fold: C. Jiang (20). Y. Xu l'co).

Not known for >4. (in general).

Observations: numerical invariants such as let and index should only depend on

coregularity, but not on dim.



Ref For a dit pair (X, B), dual complex 8(X.B) is constructed:

B
== B, +... + Br (SNC).

Vertices in &(X,B) <-> Divisors Bir

k-dim simplices ->Components of Bjol... eBjn

Gluing -- Inclusions. PL-homeclass of polyhedral
↓ complexes.

For a gle pair (X, B. M), define 88IX.B.M) to be Ian equire classof

881Y. By+My), where <Y. By. M) is a gdlt modification of (x, B,M)

The coregularity of (x. B,M): = dim X-1= dim & (X,B,MS

In particular, corego <> Fo-dim gla center
=>Some strata of BTT is a point.



ThMA Let IX, B. Mi be a proj g-logcY pair of corego and Weil index x.

(FMM) Then x'skx+B+Mx) No, where x= 1cm(x,2).
I

explain where this I comes from
for Let (X.B) be a proj log2Y pair of corego with B

= BF1

Then 21 Kx+B) N0.

Rk Same result holds for so log CY pairs
or for case coeff(B) >E

#mB Let (X, B) be a projdt log 2Y pair of corego, dim n. B = BT
(FMM)

Then Hing (8(X,B) i () =HY(X.<x+B).

1) KX + B -0 iff &(X,B) is "orientable".

(2) If &(X,B) is not orientable, then I quasi-itale double cover (x,B)-(x, B)

such that 8(x, 5) is orientable and B(X,B) =815.5)/(2(2).
#ample Let (X,B) be a d't log cY surface with B =C+D, COD = <q}.

Suppose p...... Pr cyclic quot sing on X
which lie on C.

Then by adjunction,

·ra)kx + B)(c =kc+ Dkc + DiffcIo).#=
0 =cgx -1 + 1 + 7(1)

cyclic
- kc + q + 2,11-mi)pi. mi - order of quotient

=>g(c) =0,v=2.m1 =mz =2.

Note: Kx+B has index I, but (kX+B)/ has index 2.



Properties of indices and coregs.
(X, B. M) g-log CY pair of coreg 0.

1. (invariance under crepant transformations

Suppose (X, B.M), (X"B",N') are crepant birl, then they have the same

index and coreg.
2. (invariance under adjunction).

Let x= Weil index of (X, B,M). S = (normalized) prime comp. of BF1

ks + Bs + Nsvq(kx + B +Mx)Is.

Then IS, Bs.N) is g-logcY pair of corego and its Weil index divides '=1am(x, 2).

3. Suppose MX is Q-Cart, and =0, let c = b-Weil index of Mx

then cM no as b-divisors.

4. Coreg is preserved under finite quot

Strategy of PF of The A.

By Property 1. can assume (X, B,M) is Q-factgolf.

Case 1: B" + Mx =0.

=>B" =0, Mx =0. (Property
3)
X. Mx -0.

This reduces to the case of a pair (X. B= BT). (exactly Cow).

Case 2: B"+ Mx #0. -> kx+BF is not pseff.
Run



Strategy of PF of The A.

By Property 1. can assume (X, B,M) is Q-factgolf.

Case 1: B" + Mx =0.

=>B" =0, Mx =0. (Property
3)
X. Mx -0. r

This reduces to the case of a pair (X. B= BT). (exactly Cow).

Case 2: B"+ Mx #0. -> kx+BF is not pseff.
Run (kX+B") - MMP to get MFs g: Y- z.

By Property 1, can reduce to x(Ky+By + My) 20.

Pick SC Bij, and by adjunction
ks + Bs + Ns wx(ky + By+ My) Is. Juse Property2)

xsks+Bs+Ns) is integral, Q-trivial byinduction x(ks + Bs +Ns) NO.

Finally, use KV vanishing to lift the trivializing section on 5 back to

a trivializing section on Y.

Rock Coreg 0: I cannot
be higher dim. (Blc all the BF'would dominatez).

X - z MRC fibration.

Fibers are RC.



Orientability of deal complex.
Fact: 8 (X,B) is a (n-1)-dim pseudo-manifold (up to PL-homomorphism),

i.e., a polyhedral complex which is

pure-dim of dim n Non-examples of ps-mflds:

·no branches

connected. *I
emmen Let t be a ps-mfid of dim n.

then HIT; x) =2 or 0.

We say Tis
orientable if HITix) =2.

Rop. Let (X,B) projd+ pair of corego
and B = BT

Then B(X, B) is orientable (>kx+B-0.

ch dimx=n. Consider
= O

xO

-

-H"(X.8x) -H(B,OB) -HY(X,8x(-B)) -> HY(X,0x) -...
(x. B) has corego -> X is rationally connected (Kollar-Xu'16).

=>H) X, 0x) =0, Fico (KMM q2)

Thus, HY(B, OB) = H(X,8x(-B)) =H(X,kx +B)

Cm: (Friedman-Morrison (83) ↑
L

H-(B,OB) EH"(8(X, B) :D).



sketch of of claim: I Kollar)
B = B, +... + Br

on OB -zObi -EOBieBj -zOBisBjeB -...
This gives a spectral seg:

↓qHP(B5.OBx) => HP+8(B.Or). J191,...r).

B5 =j Bj
Since (BJ. (B-Bj)(Bs) has coreg 0.

By is RC => H"(By.Ob5) =0 Vixo.

Thus, spectral seq concentrated along p =0, so it degenerates
after the next page.

=>H(B, OB) is the cohomology of p=0 line:

. ,,EpH)B5.8Bs) -Ep+
HYBy,8ry) -...

S1

..
-> inEEp D#(p-1-simplices in 8(X,B).

-T ....

This is cellular cochain complex for &(X,B).

Thus HY (B, Or) = Hing(8(X,B);K). I



Now we know

H(8(X,B);P) =HX,kx +B).

Thus, 8(X,B) is orientable

=>H'(X, kx + B) = .

=kx +BNO. 17.

Sketch Pf of Thi B. part (2)

Suppose index of 4x+B is m.

Letg: (Y, By)
-- (X,B) be index I cover

Then of is quasi-state and degre. (Y, By) dltlogcY of corego
Galois group 21m acts on 814. By), and Ky + By =0.

&(Y,By)/(xm) =8(X,B).

By Prop. H"(8(Y, By);) =

H"(8(X,B)iQ) =0.

But H"(8(X,B): Q) =H(8(Y,By);)*/m=0.
=>I'm acts nontrivially on H(8(Y, By); () = .

=>I'm acts as I on Q.

=>m is even



Consider (X.5) be the quot. of 14. By) by 2/

(Y,By)*(X,B)(X,B)

& (Y,By)E8(x,5)28(X,B)

[Property 4.) (,B) is a dit log (Y pair of corego
such that BI, 5) is orientable

(HY(8(X,5);() =H(Δ(Y.By);)*/E =)
and 8(*, B) (12(2) = 8(X,B).

We also get kx+520.

Let F st. Kx + B = divIF).
Then twif) -ON is a trivializing section of
tr((x +B) =2)kx+B).

=>el(x+B) N0. Hence m=2. H


